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ABSTRACT 
 

Over time, the HTTP Protocol has undergone significant evolution. HTTP was the internet's 

foundation for data communication. When network security threats became prevalent, HTTPS 

became a widely accepted technology for assisting in a domain’s defense. HTTPS supported two 

security protocols: secure socket layer (SSL) and transport layer security (TLS). Additionally, 

the HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) protocol was included to strengthen the HTTPS 

protocol. Numerous cyber-attacks occurred in the United States, and many of these attacks 
could have been avoided simply by implementing domains with the most up-to-date HTTP 

security mechanisms. This study seeks to accomplish two objectives: 1. Determine the degree to 

which US-related domains are configured optimally for HTTP security protocol setup; 2. Create 

a generic scoring system for a domain's network security based on the following factors: SSL 

version, TLS version, and presence of HSTS to easily determine where a domain stands. We 

found through our analysis and scoring system incorporation that US-related domains showed a 

positive trend for secure network protocol setup, but there is still room for improvement. In 

order to safeguard unwanted cyber-attacks, current HTTP domains need to be extensively 

investigated to identify if they possess security-related components. Due to the infrequent 

occurrence of HSTS in the evaluated domains, the computer science community necessitates 

further HSTS education. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
HTTP was a pinnacle basis in defining how information was transmitted across a network during 

this technical era of information technology. Since 1990, the world wide web has employed the 

HTTP Protocol as a stateless application-level protocol for hypermedia information systems. 

HTTP/0.9, the initial implementation of HTTP, was designed for raw data delivery across the 
Internet. As new versions of HTTP were released, no security procedures for the transport of raw 

data were implemented [1]. Hackers can access health information, government information, and 

personal information. HTTPS protocol was introduced to address this significant security 
vulnerability. 

 

HTTPS is a direct extension of the HTTP Protocol introduced by Netscape Communications. 

There were several security implementation versions of the HTTPS protocol which were SSL and 
TLS. SSL was first proposed in the middle of 1994 by Netscape Communications with its highest 

version implementation being version 3. TLS was proposed by the Internet Engineering Task 
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Force with its highest version being version 1.3. The overall goal of HTTPS was to provide 
security features for HTTP such as encipherment, digital signature mechanisms, data integrity, 

authentication exchange mechanisms, and notarization mechanisms [2]. With these additional 

security measures incorporated, another web security standard extension for HTTPS was 

introduced known as HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS). 
 

The Internet Engineering task force (IEFT) proposed HSTS in 2012 and defined it as a security 

mechanism that restricts website access to only secure connections. This feature guards against 
bootstrap man in the middle (MITM) attacks. Additionally, HSTS provides security by 

converting a URI reference to a secure URI reference [3]. With these additional security benefits 

that can be added to HTTPS, the HSTS security mechanism helps a domain's network security 
strength to be even stronger. 

 

This research will be structured with a preliminary finding section which will describe the 

hardware involved, techniques for gathering the US related domains, the database used, the 
scanner used for domain protocol information and python parsers used. The next section will 

discuss the research plan which includes considerations made in the research gathering, the 

proposed scoring system mechanics and research results. The next section will discuss the 
conclusions based off the research results. Finally, an acknowledgements section will highlight 

the key individuals that contributed to the overall success of this paper. 

 

2. PRELIMINARY FINDING 
 
In this section we will discuss the hardware involved in the experiment. The method of gathering 

the US-related domains will follow. The database used for domains will also be briefly discussed. 

Next, we will discuss the scanning technique used for the analysis of the domain’s SSL/TLS 
versions. Finally, we will discuss the Python scripts involved that helped with additional domain 

analysis gathering and updates to the database.  

 

2.1. Hardware Used 
 

All the tools used for this research were all run in a virtual machine using Ubuntu. The computer 
model is an Inspiron 16 7610 running on a Windows 11 Pro x64 operating system. The computer 

has an i7 core and 32GB RAM. It was necessary to utilize a higher core to better utilize 

throughput for running multiple instances of the scanning program and the python scripts. 

 

2.2. Techniques for Gathering US Based Domains 
 
For this study, domains ending in ".us", ".gov", and ".edu" were grouped together.  The number 

of “.us” domains gathered were 1814204. The number of “gov” domains gathered were 5854. 

The number of “.gov” domains gathered were 7671. The grand total of domains gathered were 

1827729. 
 

A “.us” zone file request was sent to the registry site ABOUT and was later redirected to 

GODADDY [4]. A zone file contains a list of all domains that have been registered. Following 
the approval of the request, the zone file was provided. A new zone file is created every day with 

the year, month, and day due to new/existing domains being updated. The zone file we chose for 

parsing was from March 26, 2022. Although domain names were included in the zone file, the 
file contained other information deemed unimportant. On a DELL laptop running Ubuntu 

virtually, a series of commands shown in Figure 1 was run to extract only the domain names from 

the zone file. The extracted data was saved as text files. 
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Figure 1.  List of commands used to parse through “.us” zone file  

 

The same technique was attempted for “.edu” domains, however the organization EDUCAUSE’s 

cooperative agreement rules would not allow them to give us access to their zone file. To 
accommodate the lack of a zone file, we decided to utilize two outside sources for the gathering 

of “.edu” domains.  The first source was from a GitHub repository which provided “.edu” 

domains of universities from around the world [5]. The list was filtered to only the United States. 
The next source of ".edu" domains came from Common Crawl, a reputable web crawling service 

[6]. Common Crawl provided a server for their data to be queried via Amazon's AWS service, 

Athena [7]. A query was run against Athena to collect domain names ending in ".edu" in the year 

2021. 
 

For gathering “.gov” domains there is an actual government site that list all the currently 

registered government websites in the United States [8]. The list of .gov domains gathered were 
stored in a csv file. 

 

2.3. Database Used 
 

We used MYSQL database to maintain a consistent repository for the domain information used in 

this research. This database stores domain names, SSL, and TLS versions, HTTP status, HTTPS 
status, and HSTS status to aid in the analysis results section. MYSQL Workbench, a database 

application, was used to import all the domains that were gathered and stored as csv files in the 

previous section into the MYSQL database.  

 

2.4. Scanner for SSL/TLS Identification 
 
We used a well-documented tool called SSLSCAN [9] to scan the US-related domains for 

SSL/TLS protocol versions. This command-line tool accepts a file of domain names as input and 

returns in XML format the SSL/TLS protocol versions for each domain, if any. The domain 

names were obtained using a query against the MYSQL database and then converted to csv files 
to serve as the input for the SSLSCAN tool. Following that, ten instances of the SSLSCAN with 

the csv files were run to pipeline the scanning process. The total time to scan was thirteen days. 

 

2.5. Python Parsers 
 

To transfer data from SSLSCAN’s XML output files to a MYSQL database, a Python application 
parsing the XML file output was written. An update statement within the script was executed for 

each domain parsed to keep the database in sync with the SSL/TLS protocol information from the 

XML files. 
 

To determine whether HSTS was present in the domains collected, another Python script was 

written to request the domain's header information. This script took as input a csv of domain 

names. We queried the MYSQL database for HTTPS domain names that had successful scans 
with the SSLCANNER. As with the previous Python script, this one updated the MYSQL 

database in response to the presence of HSTS for each domain. The program execution took five 

days to process the domains. 
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3. METHODS (RESEARCH PLAN) 
 

3.1. Considerations 
 

Before going over the results of the domains it is necessary to outline some decisions made 
before and during the analysis. There were originally 1839452 domains gathered and transferred 

to the MYSQL database. 11723 of the domains did not have the correct extension stemming from 

the “.us” zone file provided. For example, there was a domain named “100plusus”. It was 
ambiguous if the name should have been “100plusus.us” or “100plus.us”. These 11723 domains 

were removed from the database to remove this ambiguity. Another consideration made was 

during the SSLSCANNER application being ran on the domains. There were errors logged in the 

XML file for each domain that encountered an issue. These issues ranged mainly from refused 
connections from the domains or timeouts. The total number of usable domains after the scanning 

was 658500. Due to the nature of scanning domains, we ensured that the results are only stored in 

a private repository in GitHub to ensure best ethical practices. 
 

3.2. Proposed Scoring System 
 
This section will describe the proposed scoring system which takes into account the protocol 

version and whether HSTS is being used. Additionally, this section will present some examples 

to properly illustrate the scoring system in practice with given domain configurations. 
 

The scoring system grading will be in the numerical range from 0 – 100. We will consider a score 

of a 70 to be passing while anything lower is a failure. One assumption made for this scoring 

system is that if a domain supports multiple HTTPS protocol versions, then the highest HTTPS 
protocol version will only be considered for the domain’s overall score.  

 

The proposed scoring system is split into three tiers. Tier 1 includes domains that support HTTP 
protocol. These domains will automatically receive a score of 0 due to no security being available 

for the protocol. Tier 2 consists of the HTTPS protocol with the SSL version variations which 

includes SSL 2.0 and SSL 3.0. SSL 2.0 will be given a starting score of 5. The path for potential 
updates can be described as seen in Figure 2 where each transition to the next state is awarded 5 

points. This pattern will continue until the highest SSL protocol version with HSTS is reached 

which is awarded 20 points. Tier 3 has the same principle as Tier 2 using TLS version variations, 

but TLS protocol 1.0 will start off with 30 points. Each transition to the next state for TLS 
versions will be awarded 10 points. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Three tier process for proposed scoring system 
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A passing score for this scoring system is when TLS 1.2 protocol is used which is awarded 70 
points. The reason for this decision is due to RFC officially announcing the deprecation of 

protocols SSL 2.0, SSL 3.0, TLS 1.0 and TLS 1.1. The best-case scenario is that a domain 

contains TLS 1.3 HSTS which will be a score of 100. 

 
We will use three examples to illustrate the scoring system.  Example one is relatively simple 

with Figure 3 having the current configuration of just HTTP and because of this we will give a 

failing score of 0. Example two in Figure 4 has SSL 3.0 with HSTS.  Since we are in Tier 2 
category, we start off with a base score of 5. Since we transitioned three states in order to reach 

SSL 3.0 with HSTS we add an additional 5 points per state leading to a total score of 20 points. 

Example three shows Figure 5 with the current configuration of TLS 1.1 with HSTS. Notice that 
this figure shows the domain supporting earlier protocol versions. We ignore the earlier protocol 

versions and only consider the highest. Since we are in the Tier 3 category, we start off with a 

base score of 30. Since we have transitioned three states in order to reach TLS 1.1 with HSTS, we 

add an additional 10 points per state leading to a total score of 60 points. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Scoring system example domain with HTTP configuration 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Scoring system example domain with HTTPS SSL 3.0 and HSTS header 
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Figure 5.  Scoring system example domain with HTTPS SSL 3.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, and TLS 1.2 and 

HSTS header. 

 

3.3. Experiment Results/Analysis 
 

3.3.1. HTTP vs HTTPS  

 
Of the 658500 domains, 38% had only HTTP protocol support while 62% had only HTTPS 

protocol support shown in Figure 6. The noticeable percentage of US-related domains being 

HTTP even in modern times is alarming. A possible explanation is that the nature of the domains 
that contained HTTP protocol does not transmit sensitive information over the network at all 

which asserts that there is no need for HTTPS. This assumption is later disproven when a random 

sample of the analyzed HTTP related websites were chosen for investigation. We found there 

were several instances of .edu domains that were HTTP containing login features which is not 
good practice. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  A bar graph visualizing the number of domains scanned that were HTTP protocol or HTTPS 

protocol.  
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3.3.2. HTTPS: SSL and TLS 

 

We next further split the HTTPS into its individual components SSL2.0, SSL3.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 

1.1, TLS 1.2, and TLS 1.3 for analysis. It is important to note that domains can have more than 

one version of HTTPS enabled. Of the 658500 domains analyzed, under 1% of the domains were 
configured with SSL 2.0 and SSL 3.0; 23% of the domains contained TLS 1.0; 24% contained 

TLS 1.1; 62% contained TLS 1.2; 30% contained TLS 1.3. (See Figure 7)  

 
When analysing the HTTPS protocol versions, the SSL version 2.0 served as the minimum for 

the number of domains. This met expectations due to it having been deprecated since 2011 by 

RFC 6176.  Additionally, SSL 2.0 was released over two decades ago with vulnerabilities present 
in them that would create a high need to transition to the TLS protocol. [10] 

 

When analysing the HTTPS protocol versions, TLS 1.2 served as the maximum for the number of 

domains. This trend is furthermore supported by Qualys SSL Labs. Qualys SSL Lab’s past 
history of domain scans from January 2021 to October 2021 revealed TLS 1.2 served as the 

maximum for domain usage [11]. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  A bar graph visualizing HTTP domain counts along with a more broken-down analysis of 

HTTPS protocols with their varying versions. 

 

3.3.3. HSTS 

 
Finally, for HSTS detection of the 658500 domains analyzed, 5% of the domains contained 

HSTS headers while the other 95% contained no HSTS headers. (See Figure 8).  The trend of the 

low amount of HSTS being detected is supported by other works conducted in the past. One 

research focused on government websites had a similar trend in where only 2.86% percent of 
those websites supported HSTS [12]. Another research paper on HSTS deployment survey 

conducted in 2013 revealed a similar trend. Of the 1 million websites analyzed only 277 

contained HSTS headers [13]. Additional research work conducted in 2018 focused on analysing 
the adoption of security headers in HTTP found that from the 1 million websites scanned that 

only 5.41% used HSTS [14]. Another research paper conducted in July 2018 focused on 

analysing HSTS found that from the 1 million websites scanned that only 5.35% used HSTS [15]. 
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We believe the main culprit for why HSTS headers are low in presence is due to users not being 
educated or informed about HSTS. More importantly, IT professionals or computer scientists are 

the community of individuals who would configure the HSTS headers for domains. To explore 

this theory, a survey was conducted among computer science professionals and IT professionals 

from a Department of Energy owned facility called Savannah River Nuclear Solutions. The 
results (see Figure 9) found that 80% of the surveyed individuals did not know what HSTS is. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  A bar graph visualizing the number of HSTS headers detected versus the number not detected for 

the scanned domains 

 
 

Figure 9.  A bar graph from Survey Monkey visualizing the number of participant’s knowledge of HSTS. 
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3.3.4. Scoring System Incorporation 

 

We incorporated the proposed scoring system as part of the data analysis. The results were split 

into two groups. The first group included domains that scored a passing result of 70 or higher and 

the second group was domains that scored below a 70 which is considered a failure. Figure 10 
demonstrates that based on the scoring system rules, 62% of the domains were given a passing 

score of 70 while 38% percent failed the scoring system. The simple benchmark scoring system 

can be used as a preliminary report to help establish a focus on acceptable configurations versus 
unacceptable configurations. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  A bar graph visualizing the scoring system applied on the scanned domains. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study has revealed that US-related domains are not up to date with the latest protocol 
security and HSTS incorporation. By creating a simple scoring system with respect to RFC’s 

most recent deprecations, a general sense of where US based domains stand numerically was 

easily noticeable. The scoring system rules can be applied to any domain to get a general sense of 
where their network protocol and HSTS presence stands. This study has also found that HSTS 

usage in US based domains is low and that the lack of awareness is one of the contributing 

factors behind it. It is important to incorporate HSTS knowledge in the workplace for any team 

that works with configuring network related security which would include education for all 
stakeholders. 

 

Another revelation in this study was that HTTP related sites are still prevalent. The theory of 
these websites having HTTP due to not needing security was disproven by analysing several 

HTTP websites in the study that had security related features such as login. One path forward to 

mitigate this issue is for registrars that give out domains to prompt the user what they would be 
using the website for in order to offer the user the option of having the most up to date protocol 

security.  
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It has also been revealed in the study that a high percentage of US-related domains have enabled 
lower versions of the HTTPS protocol which needs to be corrected to minimize downgrade 

related attacks. The path forward would be to notify the end user that owns the domain of this 

issue, however, due to ethical concerns, the domain names have been kept confidential to ensure 

privacy. It is therefore more effective to focus on the registrars who sell the domains pre-
emptively. EDUCAUSE, GODADDY, and DOTGOV are the companies in this study that handle 

US-related domain extensions “.edu”,”.us”, and “.gov” respectively. 

 
Future work for this research includes increasing the accuracy of gathering “.edu” domains since 

the zone file could not be acquired. EDUCAUSE stated that they will only give zone file if they 

can be positively benefited. If a future researcher partners with other major universities and sends 
another zone file request to EDUCAUSE, then the chances of them providing the zone file will 

increase the coverage of “.edu” domains. An additional future work for this research is to perform 

another assessment of US-related domains in the next coming years and use this research as 

reference to show if the trend has improved or not. This study will aid in the overall 
understanding of US-related domains and provides a compelling argument that the organizations 

in charge of facilitating these domains are made aware of that there is susceptibility in many of 

the websites. 
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